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From Ariel to Zurg, this jacketed hardcover guide features fun facts, tricky trivia, and cool quotes

about over 150 Disney heroes (and villains!). Readers will also learn about the stars of the latest

Disney and Disney*Pixar films, like Wreck-It Ralph, Frozen, The Good Dinosaur, and more! Plus the

book jacket reverses to reveal a poster!
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I'm torn over how much I like this version of the Disney Character Encyclopedia. I bought my

daughter the 2009 edition, but decided to get the updated one to use as an autograph book for our

upcoming WDW trip.Pros:It includes a lot of the new characters, from Frozen, Planes, Up, and even

The Pirate Fairy.I personally like the clean new style of the pages, particularly the solid band of color

on the side with the character's names - it makes it very easy to flip through to the right page.They

removed some of the more obscure characters that I just don't care about (does anyone even

remember the names of the "Dinosaurs" characters?)The hardbound edition is nice, & the book

jacket can help keep your book from getting dinged. The pages also seem a little thicker and nicer

quality, but that may just be an age issue.Cons:My 12yo daughter much prefers the old style, with

each character having a font that fits them or their movie style.The old edition had more fun facts

about the characters, including things like their favorite colors, etc. The new version seems like a

little bit drier read.I miss the 2-page spreads for main characters. Especially using this as an



autograph book, that extra space was nice.Some people may be upset about the characters that

were removed. There's no page for the Prince from Snow White or most of the Neverland Fairies,

both of which are still available for autographs occasionally.I haven't actually weighed the books, but

the new version seems a little heavier. This may not be a problem if you're just using it as a normal

book at home, but lugging it around the parks may get cumbersome. (I plan to carry ours in a

stroller.)Overall I like the book and if you don't have access to the older edition I'd definitely say it's

worth getting. But honestly I wish they'd found a better compromise between the 2 editions. Ideally

I'd combine them and make one that would work better for my purposes. Or better yet, if Disney had

made this book with the intention of it being used for autographs and kept all of the older characters

from the parks along with the new additions, I would love it.

Love these. Took them to Disney for the characters to autograph. So much better than he Olin old

autograph book.

Adorable. I bought this for our upcoming Disney cruise and parks visit to use as a character

signature book (suggestion from other reviewers) and my kids are beyond excited about it. My son

has pointed out all the princesses that are for his sister and the other characters that are for him

(like Cars and Toy Story) and he wouldn't let me touch it for the first hour after I opened the

package. The book is really cute, a good size and not too heavy for carrying around. I'll hopefully

remember to update on how well it was received by the characters but I know at the very least my

kids will love the memories and love looking back at the character signatures on their own pictures

instead of in a blank page book.

Great book, that is very up to date on Disney MOVIE Characters. We bought this book and used it

as an autograph book for our daughter on our most recent Disney World trip. Using this book

worked out MUCH better than using the generic Disney autograph books we used in the past. The

book contains artwork of the characters along with facts based on the movies they appeared in.

Only downfall to this book was that it does NOT contain any Disney Television characters, such as

Sophia and Doc McStuffin. Still, an outstanding book and worked much better than the flimsy,

generic autograph books. I'll recommend this book to all my friends who are planning to go to WDW

and seek out autographs.

Bought for an autograph book for Disney and so glad I did!! Why get characters to sign on blank



pages when they could sign on a big color picture! Each character has their own page and they are

in alphabetical order. So happy we bought this!! Got a set of colorful sharpies to use with

it.Â Sharpie Color Burst Permanent Markers, Fine Point, Assorted Colors, 24-Count

This is the book we use at WDW for autographs. It has a lot of the characters in it. Most of the

characters even know were here page is and some like Rafiki who does not have a page knows that

his picture is on Simba's page and will sign by his picture. The only thing i do not like about the book

is that its heavy. When you are carrying a bag pack all day in WDW you can tell. My daughter loves

to look at the book and see who signed it and have the information about the characters read to her.

I bought this book to use for autographs for our upcoming Disney trip in February. I will edit my

review after our trip. But my first impression is that it's a beautiful book with many characters. I do

wish that a more updated version was available so newer characters can be added. The size was

as expected since a picture against a body was included. I wish it was a little lighter since we will be

lugging it throughout the parks. But overall, especially with the price, I'm very happy with this

purchase.

Better than anything youll find at the Disney parks for autographs for the characters and way

cheaper with good quality. Had no issues with the binding or the pages. It even has Pixar films

characters in it. The only ones at Disney not included were Doc McStuffins, Brer Rabbit, Brer Fox,

Jake the Pirate, etc. None of the Disney Junior characters were in there except the usual Mickey,

Minnie but all other film characters are.
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